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Phonon density of states of amorphous semiconductors for the far-infrared range is
examined analytically. On the basis of this formulation, optical absorption correspond-
ing to structural disorder is evaluated and discussed at the far-infrared range for a-Ge
and a-Si.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational (or phonon) density of states of amorphous tetrahedrally
bonded semiconductors plays an important role in order to examine
optical absorption corresponding to structural disorder. On the other
hand, the relation between the vibrational density of states and the
relaxation of the wave-vector conservation rule plays also an
important role but the relaxation of this rule is not crucial in
explaining the basic optical properties of the above solids [1], [2].
Germanium and silicon are good candidates for studying vibra-

tional excitations (phonons) in the disordered phase. Although
various basic aspects related to these excitations are relatively well
understood, there are some problems which remain unsolved from the
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theoretical point of view with respect to the major part of amorphous
semiconductors; in particular, we can mention a-Ge and a-Si as typical
elements of group IV; these solids will be the subject of the following
exposition.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

First, we consider the following expression for the phonon density of
states of amorphous group IV semiconductors in the far-infrared
range [3]:

N

g(co) Z 17n125(c0 c0n) (1)
n

where con is the vibrational eigenfrequency of the nth normal mode of
the solid and 5 denotes Dirac’s delta function.

In order to derive Eq. (1), a quasi-harmonic solid has been assumed.
In addition, matrix elements 7n behave as dependent on experiment
and are also model-dependent [4]; this produces a degree of
uncertainty which may be overcome by means of deep and rigorous
studies that, unfortunately, have not appeared in the literature. Now
we consider the structural disorder contribution to the low region of
the far-infrared spectrum of a-Ge and a-Si namely [2], [5], [6]:

(2)

where a(s)(co) denotes absorption coefficient and k is a positive
constant. By combining formulae (1) and (2), we may compute the
average optical absorption in the far-infrared range as follows (since
a(co) a(’)(co) [6]):

f N

(oz) ---1 fo oz(o3)do3- kN-lf-I Z I"/nl2COn (3)
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We consider a large number of phonons (N) since co is very low;
then from Eq. (3) and by applying Stolz’s citerion we have:

lim (c) kf-1- lim
EUnl’YnlgWn Nn-1 I’YnlZcon

N--cx N--,cx N- (N- 1)

kFt-1. lim (INI2. CON) k lim IyNI
N---cx) N--cx

(4)

because CON ’-- Notice that the series y] I,,/nl2con is divergent since if
it were convergent then (c)-0 which is physically absurd. Therefore,
limN(["/N[2" CON) :/= 0 as expected. On the other hand, in practice we
can take Ft 100 cm- 1.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have tbund that the average value of the optical absorption
coefficient of a-Ge and a-Si for co_<f (f 100 cm-1) is mainly
determined by the limit of the sequence In addition, (a) is
strongly related to the sum rule which, as it is well-known, plays an
important role in the questions associated with optical absorption.
Finally, note the role played by the eigenvalue sequence {CON} in the
sum rule.
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